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Summary. The results are presented of experiments on wall jets in still air on flat and curved surfaces, 
and beneath an external stream in presence and absence of pressure gradient and initial boundary layer. It 
is found that the Reynolds shear stress is not zero at the velocity extrema, invalidating the simple assumptions 
of layer independence made by other workers: it is concluded that a satisfactory calculation method is not 
immediately practicable. The behaviour of wall jets is discussed in some detail on the basis of the experimental 

results. 

1. Introduction. The behaviour of jets blowing tangentially to a solid surface has recently become 

of interest partly because of a theoretical solution for the wall jet in still air by Glauert 1 supported 
by the experiments of Bakke ~ and Sigalla 8,~ and partly because of the use of tangential jets for 
aircraft boundary-layer control. Previous literature on the subject is scattered: Sigalla s refers to 
several little-known studies including the work of FSrthmann 5 in 1934. The analysis of the laminar 
jet by Tetervin 6, who obtains results in good agreement with Glauert's, should also be mentioned, 
but  is of little practical interest in view of the extremely low critical'Reynolds number of mixing 
layer flows. The simpler related problem of a free jet blowing parallel to an (accelerating) stream 
has been studied by Squire 7, Abramovich 8 and others. 

A wall jet mean velocity profile is typically ahalf-jet with an inner wall layer, and Glauert 1 found 

that a near-similarity solution for the turbulent case could be obtained by assuming that the 
variation of shear stress with mean velocity was the same as that in turbulent pipe flow inside the 

velocity peak, while outside the velocity peak a constant eddy viscosity was assumed, the value 
being chosen to obtain a velocity profile in agreement with Bakke's experiments on the radial 

wall jet. These assumptions have the corollary that the shear stress is zero at the velocity peak, and 

it was found from the analysis that the shapes of the wall layer and mixing layer profiles were to a 

very good approximation independent of their relative length scales, indicating that the interaction 

between the two parts of the flow was very small, an expected result of the hypothesis, Sigalla 
studied the two-dimensional wall jet and obtained an eddy viscosity flow constant which differed 
both from Bakke's value and from the value in a two-dimensional free jet: he also measured surface 
friction with Preston tubes and deduced a law similar to the Blasius law assumed by Glauert but with 
a factor 25 per cent greater. On making the appropriate modification to the numerical results of 
Glauert's theory, good agreement with his predictions of mean velocity profile was again obtained. 
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Experiments to date therefore support Glauert's theory qualitatively and, with the above 
reservations, quantitatively. 

Little study bearing on the present problem has been made of the jet blowing over a curved surface 
in still air. The continued attachment of the jet to the surface is the well-known 'Coanda effect', 

but such experiments as have been made, for instance those of Gates 9 have dealt chiefly with the 
overall features of the flow rather than with the shear layer development. Ref. 9 gives an extensive 
bibliography. The interest in this problem lies in its possible relation to the flow near the knee of a 
blown flap and to certain deflected-stream schemes for high lift, in the alleged mystery of the Coanda 
effect itself, and in the general question of the effect of streamwise curvature on turbulent flow. 

Much work has been done on tangential blowing for aircraft boundary-layer control, but most 
of it has been of an ad hoc nature intended to determine the performance of given types of aircraft 
configuration, and, at the time of writing, the only published researches contributing specifically to 
the understanding of the blown flap as a boundary layer phenomenon seem to be those of Carri6re 
et al 1°. These authors give results of mean velocity profile traverses in a jet blowing tangentially 

beneath the boundary layer on a wind tunnel wall and on the deflected flap of an aerofoil, and 
also present a step-by-step calculation method in which the profile is divided into layers between 

the velocity extrema, each layer being treated separately with the aid of empirical formulae for eddy 
viscosity and surface friction. 

The present investigation was planned to explore the mean velocity and turbulent intensity 
profiles in the wall jet both in still air and beneath an external stream, paying particular attention 
to the mixing of a wall jet with a boundary layer and the effect of pressure gradient. It was hoped that 

a calculation method could be devised to enable the development of the flow over an aircraft blown 
flap to be predicted, although it was appreciated that such a complicated flow would have to be 

treated by an extension of the existing empirical calculation methods for the turbulent boundary 
layer rather than by an elegant method like that of Glauert, as it appeared unlikely that there was 

any simple relation linking the various parts of the flow. No attempt was made in the experiment to 
study the effect of permutation of the many available parameters: the intention was to derive as 
much information as possible in physical terms in preference to empirical formulae. 

A preliminary experiment on the two-dimensional wall jet blowing over a flat surface in still air 
was designed because at that time the only available wall jet data were given in the experiments of 
Bakke on a radial wall jet and it was felt that knowledge of the behaviour of a two-dimensional 
wall jet was a necessary preliminary to a study of the blown flap. It was also intended to extend 
Bakke's data by measuring surface friction and turbulence. 

A similar investigation of the flow over a curved surface was made partly because of the 
aforementioned case of the blown flap knee and partly because of the controversy about the causes 
of 'Coanda effect'. 

The next arrangement to be studied was the mixing of a wall jet with a constant-velocity external 
stream. In this case, profile similarity cannot be even approximately satisfied as the ratio of jet peak 
velocity to mixing layer edge velocity, which is constant (infinite) in the still air case, changes 
continuously from a large value near the nozzle to unity when the jet peak just disappears. Conse- 
quently, the characteristics of the mixing layer will change from those of a jet to those of a wake. 
After this, mixing with a boundary layer, still in zero pressure gradient, was investigated to see if 
further new phenomena resulted from a varying velocity at the outer edge of the mixing layer as 
well as the inner edge. 
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Finally an experiment was made on tile wall jet mixing with a boundary layer in an adverse 

pressure gradient on tile deflected rear flap of a two-dimensional aerofoil, combining the effects 

investigated separately above in a model of the aircraft blown flap. 
It was hoped that the experimental information thus obtained would throw light on the factors 

which control the flow, enabling a qualitative description to be obtained, and also provide enough 

quantitative information to permit the development of a calculation method, preferably based as 

much as possible on physical arguments and assumptions reinforced by empirical formulae. In fact, 
the most obvious simple assumption which could be made, that the flow can be divided into layers 
each having the properties of some known type of shear flow, proved to be invalid, and it has not 
yet been possible to derive any other simple method with reasonably plausible assumptions giving 
accurate results because of the strong interactions of the various parts of the flow which render 
impracticable any 'multi-layer' analysis of the type here envisaged. However, much useful 
information about the flow over a blown flap has been obtained; the conclusions are summarised 
in Section 5. 

2. Apparatus and Measurement Techniques. The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1. The tests 
were conducted on the surface of a crude aerofoil, whose top surface was flat except at two hinge 
lines fore and aft where flaps were attached. Both flap angles could be varied, and the length of 
the rear flap could be altered by adding or removing sections. In addition, the rear flap could be 
replaced by a semi-circular cylinder of radius 9 in. which was used for the experiments on the 
'Coanda effect'. For the measurements with an external stream the aerofoil was mounted vertically 
between end plates in the N.P.L. 9 ft x 7 ft No. 2 Tunnel. Tunnel speeds ranged up to about 
120 ft/sec: the zero pressure gradient runs were all made at a free-stream Reynolds number of 
5.88 x 104 per in. (110 ft/sec nominal), and the adverse pressure gradient runs at 5.17 x 104 per in. 

A blowing duct was fitted at the rear hinge line, and static pressure tappings were fitted at frequent 

chordwise intervals. 

Two blowing ducts were used. The first was a tube of 2 in. diameter with a slot nominally 

0.018 in. high and a lip of about 0.01 in. thickness. Spacers were fitted at 2 in. intervals in the 

mouth of the slot. The spanwise distribution of exit velocity and mass flow was poor: a wake existed 
behind each spacer and there were also random spanwise variations of + 15 per cent in velocity. 

By choosing a region where the velocity was reasonably constant for several inches spanwise, the 
still-air and zero pressure gradient work (with the exception of the hot wire measurements which 

were made later) was satisfactorily completed, but early attempts at measurement in adverse pressure 
gradient were unsuccessful since the flow was far from parallel to the free-stream direction and 

tended to change with time, evidently owing to a combination of lip deflection and dust accretion, 

both accentuated by the narrowness of the slot. This problem of spanwise uniformity has arisen in 
many flap-blowing experiments, aggravated by the need for a small duct with a thin lip to the blowing 
slot, but  able to stand high internal pressures without distortion. A new blowing duct was therefore 
made: the duct itself was of rectangular section, and the blowing slot was 0. 040 in. high with a 
0.050 in. lip. Spacers were fitted every 3 in. except for a 6 in. gap near the measurement chordline. 
The spanwise distribution of velocity was much more satisfactory and the tests in adverse pressure 
gradient were then successfully completed. The chief shortcoming of this duct was a spanwise 
component of exit velocity which resulted in premature Separation from one end plate when a 
very long deflected flap was used. This asymmetry occurred primarily because this duct, like its 
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predecessor, was fed from one end only, but it is likely that a (symmetrically distributed) lateral 
velocity component would still exist with injection from both ends. Problems of blowing duct 
design have been discussed by Butler and Williams il. The air was supplied from the Aerodynamics 

Division 350 p.s.i, storage bottles through a series of pressure reducers: the arrangement used 

was similar to that shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 12. The mass flow was calculated from orifice plate 
readings but these proved insufficiently sensitive for day-to-day running and the pressure difference 

between two tappings in the blow!ng duct, one on the floor and one on fhe lower lip of the slot, 

which was closely equal to the jet dynamic pressure, was used instead. The slot exit velocities used 

were about 650 ft/sec in the case of the 0.018 in. slot and 350 ft/sec for the 0.040 in. slot: it was 

decided that although sonic nozzles would almost certainly be used on aircraft blown flaps, the 

data required in this experiment could be equally well obtained in subsonic flow. 

Remotely-controlled traverse gear for velocity traverses could be inserted from the lower surface 

through holes in the flap sections or the cylinder but for traverses near the slot it was necessary to 

mount the jack on a gantry attached to the tunnel wall: interference with the flow was checked 

and found to be negligible. The 3{- in. diameter discs carrying the skin friction surface tubes could 

be inserted in the flap at two positions approximately 13 in. and 25 in. from the slot. 

Mean velocity traverses were made with flattened pitot tubes of about 0.01 in. height. Surface 

friction was measured with surface pitot tubes as described in Ref. 13. Turbulence measurements 

were made using 0. 0002 in. dia. platinum-rhodium hot wires. The electronic apparatus, purchased 
from Dr. G. D~itwyler of Zurich, is a constant-current set with resistance-inductance compensation 

and a square wave generator for setting the wire time constant. T h e -  3db points at which the 

amplifier gain falls to 1/1/2 of its nominal value are about 3 c.p.s, and 30 kc.p.s. 
No corrections have been made for the effect of turbulence or probe angle of attack on the pitot 

and static tube pressures. The resulting errors are serious only in the outer part of the still-air 
jet where the turbulence is very high and, owing to entrainment, the mean streamline inclination 
to the surface is considerable: the still air mean velocity profiles, as a result, appear almost linear 

from U = 0"5 U s to U = 0, and beyond the latter point negative dynamic pressures were observed 

- -but  not recorded--indicating that the crossflow angles were at least 45 deg. The correction to be 

applied to pitot tube readings has been given by Goldstein 1~ as 

½p g ~ = p _ p _ ½p(g2 + ¢~ + ~ )  

but it ceases to be valid in high-intensity turbulence where tan -1 v/(U+u), the instantaneous 
crossflow angle, may differ greatly from zero, and even exceed 90 deg, causing the pitot tube to 
read low. In addition, Westley i5 has shown that pitot tubes and manometers may possess resonant 
frequencies within the usual range of turbulent eddies so that the response becomes a complicated 

function of the turbulence spectrum: however this last effect should not be too important with fine 
pitots at low speeds as in the present experiment. In view of these great uncertainties about the 
corrections to be made, and since none had been made by the experimenters with whose resuks 
it was desired to make comparison, it was decided to ignore them. Further remarks on the use of 
pressure tubes in turbulent jets and separated flows have been made by Johannesen 16, and Garner 
and Walshe 17. 

The turbulence measurements are susceptible to error on account of the non-linear response of 
the wire, but again the errors should be gross only in the outer part of the free jet, where the 
R.M.S. longitudinal component of turbulence exceeds 30 per cent of the mean velocity. Only a 
linearized hot-wire anemometer is capable of giving accurate results in high intensity turbulence. 



Most of the measurements of mean speed and turbulence have been satisfactorily repeated. 

An exception is the single set of turbulence readings in the wind tunnel which were not checked 
because the tunnel air was so impossibly dirty that hot wire measurements were abandoned. 
Nevertheless the readings are included as a matter of interest, and seem to vary in a reasonable 

manner. All the turbulence measurements were made in the early stages of revival of hot wire 
work at N.P.L. and are not to be regarded as definitive: it is hoped, however, that the data are not 

greatly in error as satisfactory agreement has been obtained with the results of Laufer 18 in a series 

of check measurements in a circular pipe. 

3. Results. The results are shown in the figures, which are arranged in the order in which they 

are referred to in the discussion which follows. 

4. Discussion. The discussion is divided into sections dealing with each arrangement tested and 

it is convenient to comment on the various phenomena with reference to the particular flows in 
which they were actually observed, but many of the remarks made about the behaviour of the still 

air wall jet also apply to the cases with an external stream. We shall refer to the region between the 
surface and the position of the velocity maximum (see Fig. 2) as the 'wall layer', and to the region 
beyond the velocity maximum as the 'jet layer'. The terms 'inner layer' and 'outer layer' will be 
used to denote the hypothetical similarity regions in the wall layer, regardingthe latter as a boundary 

layer. 

4.1. Wall Jet in Still Air on a Flat Surface. The results for mean velocity profiles (Fig. 2), 
shear layer streamwise development (Fig. 3) and surface friction (Fig. 4) agree quite well with 
those of Sigalla 4 which as already remarked are in general agreement with Glauert's theory, and 
seemed at first sight to justify his hypothesis that the profile could be divided at the velocity peak 
into two layers for purposes of calculation. The jet layer profiles coincide with Glauert's to within 
the limits of experimental accuracy though it is of course well known that all free shear layer profiles 

are nearly geometrically similar. 
The Flow Constant for the Jet Layer. Glauert's flow constant for the jet layer, 2/g ~ = vT/U~.3o.5, 

was chosen, on the strength of Bakke's experiments, as 0"012 in order to make the profile shape 
agree with theory: alternatively one may calculate the flow constant from the observed rate of growth 

of the jet layer. Applying the two methods to the case of the two-dimensional wall jet (using $igalla's 

results for convenience since he has made a direct comparison between his profiles and the theory 

and since his surface friction law--though the numerical values agree quite well with the present 
results--retains the slope - 1 / 4  on which Glauert's theory was based rather than the slope 
- 0.18 which gives the best fit to the present resuks) we obtain respectively Yg" = 0.0136 and 
Yf = 0.0124, a disagreement of 10 per cent which is satisfactory in view of the sensitivity of 
Y to Sj/30.5: the error corresponds to an error of about 10 per cent in determining Sj/30.5 which is 
quite a likely value in view of the flat-topped nature of the profile, so that substantiation of the theory 

appears to be good. 
The Velocity Profile in the Wall Layer. A discrepancy occurs between the wall layer velocity 

profiles: the results of Bakke and Sigalla were obtained with rather large pitot tubes and the authors 
attributed the low velocities (compared with theory) observed near the wall to instrument error. 
The present results (Fig. 5), obtained with pitot tubes typically 5 per cent of the height of the 
wall layer, show higher velocities than those predicted by Glauert's theory for a given value ofy/3s, 



but if one plots the theoretical and experimental profiles in the form U/u, against u,y/v (or its 
logarithm), using the Blasius skin friction formula for Glauert's results and choosing UjSj/v = 104, 
one obtains fairly good agreement between the two (Fig. 6). Glauert's 'inner law' is not quite a 
semi-logarithmic one, as far as can be seen from values taken from his graphs, but a reasonable 
straight-line fit in the usual inner law region is 

U 4.7 log u~y + 6.8 16.2 when u~y 100 
U T 7) 

compared with the usual circular, pipe law 

U 
5 75 log u~y = - • - - + 5 - 5  = 17 whenU~Y 100 

~l r It ~, 

The two laws coincide to within about 5 per cent on velocity or 10 per cent on surface friction. 

If one substitutes Sigalla's experimental surface friction formula in Glauert's theoretical profile, 

the resultant inner law is very different from the pipe or boundary-layer laws: this is odd, because 

Glauert's equation for the profile does not involve the constant term in the surface friction formula so 
that one would not necessarily expect the resultant inner law to follow the pipe law using Blasius' 

surface friction formula rather than any other. The explanation appears to be that Glauert incorporated 

pipe data in the hidden form of the assumption of a 1/7 power law velocity profile near the wall, 

thus ensuring that the inner law would be 

where 

u r k 4/7 

The Blasius value of h, 0. 0225, gives an inner law which agrees very well with the pipe law, but 
Sigalla's value for h, 25 per cent greater, gives quite a different result. 

Doubtful Applicability of the Overlap Law Assumption. In view of the approximations and 
assumptions made in Glauert's method one would not expect an exactly semi-logarithmic inner 

law to appear: however the observation that the experimental inner law is not semi-logarithmic, 

leads one to doubt the validity of the inner law and defect law overlap assumptions in this case, 

particularly as one would expect the semi-logarithmic part of the graph to have a gradient of between 

5 and 6--roughly log e 10 times the reciprocal of yon K~rmfin's constant--whereas the experimental 

curve has this gradient only at about z#y/v = 30, the lower boundary of the usual inner law. 

The usual prediction of a semi-logarithmic inner law is obtained from the hypothesis that the 

inner law 

U r  

and the defect law 

overlap for an appreciable distance, whence it can be shown (for instance by equating the expressions 

for the velocity gradient in the overlap region obtained from the two laws) that f and g must be 
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logarithmic functions in the oVerlap region. The semi-logarithmic region is not very large at low 

Reynolds numbers, but one would expect to be able to identify it clearly in a boundary layer at 

R~ = 10 ~. 
Although the range of test Reynolds numbers was limited it seems fairly certain that there is a 

true inner law with no tendency to change with Reynolds number: the inner profiles fall closely 

together even though the jet layer profiles beyond the velocity peak diverge rapidly. In view of the 

independence hypothesis and similarity of profiles one would also expect there to be a defect law, 

extending outwards at least as far as the peak, which would vary only slowly with the Reynolds 

number and the ratio of wall layer to jet layer width which is a function of Reynolds number. 

Although this is not confirmed very well by the defect law plots (Fig. 7) based on 50, the distance 

from the surface at which (U~-U)/u ,  = 1, the deviations do not seem well correlated with the 

Reynolds number (except of course very near the wall) so that in default of better data one must 

take this as a fair indication of the presence of a defect law. 
Evidence for Interaction between the V/ali and Jet Layers. If, therefore, there exist both inner and 

defect laws one would definitely expect a perceptible semi-logarithmic region in the layer, with 

a law approximating to that in the pipe or the boundary layer, and its absence is strong evidence 
that the layer independence assumption is incorrect, and that the jet layer profile is influencing 

the wall layer to such an extent that the defect law is no longer the simple (U j -  U)/u~ = g(y/S) but 
a more complicated function involving ~/~o.5, Uj/u, or the Reynolds number (which all amount 

to the same thing since they are almost certainly simply related). Admittedly this is not explicitly 

confirmed by the experimental results mentioned above, but the ratio of the largest Reynolds number 

to the smallest was only 2:1 which is probably insufficient to show Up any deviation of the sort 

suggested. The experiments are hampered by the fact that the local Reynolds number varies only 

as x 112. The alternative explanation is that the two laws do exist but do not overlap appreciably. 

In view of the fact that the inner law seems to extend to about log u~y/v = 2.2, this is improbable. 

Finite Shear Stress at the Velocity Peak. More definite evidence of interaction, and incidentally 

the overthrow of one of the fundamental results of the eddy viscosity and mixing length theories, 

was obtained when the shear stress profile was calculated from the observed mean velocity profile and 

chordwise development of the shear layer (Fig. 8). The constant of integration was determined from 

the measured wall shear stress. Although the behaviour of surface pitot tubes in a highly turbUlent 

flow is not well known, the measured wall shear stress is likely to be too high rather than too low, 

and is most unlikely to be more than 10 per cent in error. It was found that the shear stress at the 

velocity peak was non-zero, being roughly equal and opposite to the wall sl~ear stress. This was later 
confirmed to a fair accuracy by hot wire measurements, justifying the conclusion that the shear 

stress is definitely non-zero at the peak, contrary to any plausible hypothesis about eddy viscosity 
or mixing length and also to the results of F6rthmann 5. He calculated shear stress from the mean 

velocity profiles and assumed that the shear stress was zero at the outer edge of the layer, so it 
followed that the shear stress was also approximately zero at the velocity peak. FSrthmann's mean 
velocity profiles, like the present ones, appear to fall to zero at the outer edge more quickly than 
expected (because of incidence effect on the pitot tube) and therefore his shear stress curve will be 
displaced vertically because of the error near the outer edge. FSrthmann's shear profile shape 
otherwise agrees well with the present results. F6rthmann's calculated wall stress appears to be 
about twice the value found by direct measurement and would lead to a ridiculous inner law. 
Liepmann and Laufer 19 also found errors near the outer edge in calculating shear stress across a 



mixing layer: clearly calculations are not to be relied on in this region. It is most unfortunate that 
F6rthmann's results of 1934 led h im to the conclusion that the'mixing length theory was valid 

in an asymmetrical jet. 
The present calculations based on integration from a known wall shear stress give an excellent 

demonstration of the lack of dependence of the Reynolds stress on the mean velocity gradient: 

clearly both the mean and turbulent velocity profiles, which are basically of the free jet type, will 

be affected by the presence of the wall, but there is no a priori reason to suppose that there is a 
strong condition (other than the mean motion equation) connecting the influences on the two 
profiles in such a way as to ensure that the sign of the Reynolds stress always follows that of the mean 
velocity gradient. It is found in other flows that the two quantities are of the same sign, and what is 
the same thing that in the case of free jets and wakes the Reynolds stress is zero at the peak: of 

course this latter fact is deducible from symmetry alone, and presumably the reason why 
discrepancies have not been found previously is the concentration of effort on symmetrical free 

shear layers.* The only previous example of a flow with a Reynolds shear stress of opposite sign to 
the velocity gradient is the asymmetrical laminar jet instability problem discussed theoretically by 
Foote and Lin 2° but here the Reynolds stress correlation is confined to one wave-number and, to 

be fair, one should not attempt any comparison with the highly random quasi-molecular motion 
hypothesized by Prandtl. A minor point which should be mentioned is that the turbulent velocity 
near the peak is a very high percentage of themean (much higher in fact that the percentage difference 
in velocity between the points where ~ -- 0 and where ~u/~y = 0), so that it it is at least possible 
that negative values of uv are always associated with positive values of instantaneous velocity 
gradient, but  this would be a poor justification of the eddy viscosity idea and needless to say there 
is no evidence for any such association. It may be remarked here that there is no question of the 
experimental location of the velocity peak being seriously in error: the only reason for this would 
be the effects of mean velocity normal to the surface and of turbulent velocity gradient on the pitot 

tube and both these quantities are small. 
General Accuracy of Glauert's Theory. Despite these two considerable discrepancies between 

theory and practice, of which the former, the discrepancy in wall layer velocity profile, is entirely 
due to the arbitrary choice of the pipe skin friction formula and power law and in no way a short- 
coming of the method, Glauert's analysis succeeds in predicting accurately most of the features of 

the flow in a turbulent wall jet in still air, and its most important assumption, that of approximate 
Reynolds number similarity, is confirmed by the various sets of experimental resuks so far obtained. 

Surface Friction in the Wall Jet. As mentioned, the surface tube measurements of the present 

experiment plot well on 
~o (U~'j)  -°'ls~ 

½pUj ~ - 0.0315 - -  

in the region of Uj3j/u = 104, and agree in this region with the results of Sigalla 

½ p U j  ~ - 0.0565 

obtained with Preston tubes. The agreement is largely fortuitous, since Sigalla assumed that 
Preston's pipe calibration 21 would also hold in a wall jet, whereas the present results show that the 

* Tritton (Ph.D. Thesis, Cambridge University, 
convection wall jet over a heated inclined plate. 

'1959) found a negative eddy viscosky in a thermal 



Preston tube calibration (Fig. 9) falls between those for the pipe and boundary layer~L Sigalla's 
values of %d2/4pv 2 = (uTr/v) 2, the non-dimensional tube radius, seem to have been in the regio n of 
108, where the value of shear stress obtained from the present calibration is about 6 per cent higher 
than that derived from the pipe calibration: this difference is almost within the scatter of Sigalla's 
results, and there is also some slight justification for fitting a smaller negative slope than 1/4, to the 
plotted points, which would then bring them more into line with the present results. 

Strearnwise Development. The best power law fits to the streamwise variation of peak velocity 
and layer thickness give exponents near - 0 - 5  and 1-0 respectively (Fig. 3). Values of exactly 
- 0.5 and 1.0 are obtained in the free jet so it is seen that the influence of the wall is fairly small, 
most of the streamwise variation being caused by entrainment of mass from the surrounding fluid 
by the jet layer rather than loss of momentum to the wall by the wall layer. It is to be noted that 
the chosen exponents of a = - 0.53, b = 0.91 do not tally with the slope - 0. 182 of the skin 
friction graph (for similar profiles one would expect the slope to be (b - 1)/(a + b) or - 0" 24 approx.), 
but the accuracy of the exponents is not sufficient for this to be significant. 

Flow near the Jet Orifice. No allowance has been made for any shift in the virtual origin of the 
power-law variations: Sigalla found that the origin of the velocity variation coincided with the 

orifice, and that the origin of the thickness variation was about eight slot heights behind the orifice 

for an arrangement in which the nozzle lip (in the present terminology) was about eleven slot heights 

and in which the exit velocity profile was practically uniform. The virtual origin will depend strongly 

on the nozzle exit velocity profile and the nature of the boundary near the nozzle (i.e., on whether 

the jet flows along an infinite flat plate, a semi-infinite flat plate, or one of two semi-infinite 

perpendicular flat plates) which affects the entrainment in this region. In the case where the exit 

velocity profile is essentially uniform a boundary layer will form on the wall and a mixing layer at 
the lip. The free-mixing layer was investigated by Liepmann and Laufer 19 in 1947 in the same 

condition as the presen t experiment, but they did not publish any measurements in the subsequent 
fully-developed wall jet. They found that th e mixing layer spread towards the wall at an angle of 
about tan -1 0.085 and outwards into still air at tan -1 0.2. The rate of spread of the boundary 
layer depends on Reynolds number, but it is clear that for nearly ten slot heights downstream a 
core of undiminished total pressure will exist and probably that for an even greater distance the 
wall jet will be incompletely developed. Sigalla, using a slot of height 0-313 in., made some 
measurements of the peak velocity, the rate of spread of the jet and the skin friction which all 
showed that full development was attained between ten and twenty slot heights downstream but 
he did not publish any velocity profiles in this region: his graph of the rate of spread of the free 
mixing layer agrees with Liepmann and Laufer's. 

The Entrained Flow. The external potential flow due to the entrainment of fluid is roughly the 
same as the upper half of that due to a free je t in the same conditions. The streamlines in this case 
are confocal parabolae with the orifice as focus: the stream function is 

cos 0/2 
~b(r, O) = - 2qr 11~ 

cos 00/2 

where the circumferential component of inflow velocity at the edge of the jet, 0 = 0o, is qr-11~: the 

d ~i  Udy, is approximately proportional to r-'°4 but the theoretical inflow velocity into the wall jet, ~ 
Jo 

solution for this case would be much more complicated. The streamlines for the free jet are plotted 
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for equal intervals o f  ¢ in Fig. 10. The velocity on the axis upstream of the nozzle is 
2qr-1/2/cos (00/2) ~-~ 2qr -v2, that is, twice the vertical inflow velocity at the same distance downstream 
of the nozzle. 

Turbulence Structure of the Wall Layer. The turbulent velocity profiles in the wall jet (Fig. 11) 

shown an extremely high value of zT/U near the wall, compared with the values found in a boundary 

layer by Klebanoff ~3 and in a pipe by Laufer TM. It is evident that most of the turbulent energy 
diffuses from the intense, larger-scale fluctuations in the jet layer, as the advection and production 

terms near the wall will be of the same order as in a boundary layer. One would therefore expect the 

excess energy to reside chiefly in the lower wave-numbers, and that the Rl1(o, r, o) correlation 
(streamwise velocity components at two vertically separated points) at say y = ~j/4 would have a :' 

'tail' extending well out into the .jet layer. This is certainly found in practice as seen by Fig. 12 

in which a most pronounced double structure exists. The correlation curve can be divided quite 
well into two (uncorrelated) motions, one contributing 60 per cent of the whole and with an integral 
scale 0.435, composed of eddies of a large range of sizes, representing wall-generated turbulence 
of about the same intensity as in a pipe or boundary layer, and the other of intensity 40 per cent 
of the whole, integral scale 1-75Sj, with a more restricted range of eddy sizes, representing that 
part of the turbulence which is diffused from the jet layer. We note that this latter motion is capable 
of convecting sheared fluid into the wall layer from distances of the order of 2Sj from the wall, that 
is from a region well inside the jet layer where the shear stress is undoubtedly of opposite sign to 
that at the wall. Therefore, packets of fluid having negative shear stress will frequently penetrate 
into the wall layer. This explains, in terms of the turbulence structure, the observed extension of 
the jet layer sign of shear stress into the wall layer. 

Turbulence Structure of the Jet Layer. The turbulence in the outer part of the wall jet may be 
compared with that in the free mixing layer investigated by Liepmann and Laufer. In Fig. 13 the 
two sets of results are plotted against what seemed to be the best length scale, ( y -  30.5)/~/, where 

81 = Umax/(DU/OY)eo. 5 is a length based on the slope of the mean velocity profile at the inflexion; 
it is seen that they are broadly similar though it would be more satisfactory to compare results for 
the two-dimensional wall jet with the two-dimensional free jet. It is interesting to notice that both 
the u and v components of turbulence in the wall jet are higher than in the mixing layer except near 
the outer edge where they coincide within the likely accuracy of the measurements (very poor in 

this region for reasons explained in Section 3). In particular, at (y-~0.a)/S i = - 0.6, which is the 

peak of the wall jet and near the high-velocity edge of the mixing layer, the u component is 5- 5 per 
cent in the mixing layer and 21 per cent in the wall jet. It is unfortunate that no detailed measure- 
ments of turbulence in the two-dimensional jet are available. The only recent work seems to be that 
of v.d. Hegge Zijnen ~4 who measured zT, ~ and uv with a constant-current anemometer in a 
low-speed jet. Measurements of correlation, like those made by Grant 25 in the wake and in the 
boundary layer, would be very useful. The two-dimensional jet turbulence (u-component only) 
measured at the N.P.L. seems to correspond more closely with the wall jet than the mixing layer does. 

4.2. Wall Jet in Still  Air on Curved Surface ( Coanda Effect). The Coanda or 'teapot' effect of 
the continued attachment of a jet of fluid to a curved surface inserted into it has long been a subject 
of controversy. Attempts have been made to put forward a simple reason for this apparently 
unexpected phenomenon. The usual explanation of attachment of a fluid-into-fluid jet is that the 
solid surface obstructs entrainment of the surrounding fluid by the jet and the resulting, or incipient, 
suction force between jet and surface causes the jet to remain attached. This effect undoubtedly 
exists, and can be observed even in a circular jet a short distance above a f la t  surface, which is 
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attracted in much the manner described, but it is obvious that this cannot account for the attachment 
of a fluid-into-vacuum jet or, what is nearly the same thing, a water-into-air jet where entrainment 
is non-existent. Lighthill 2G has shown that a potential flow in which a jet is deflected round a 
curved surface does in fact exist: it is transformable into a semi-circular hodograph. In practice 
the flow will be modified by viscosity and the growth of a boundary layer on the surface will hasten 
separation, but it seems that the mysterious phenomenon is not the 'Coanda effect' itself but the 

disagreement of physical intuition with both mathematics and practice. 
The possible configurations of jets and obstacles are infinite in number, but the study of the 

wall jet on a flat surface led naturally to experiments with a wall jet on a cylinder so that only 
separation, and not the circumstances of initial attachment, was investigated. 

Increased Growth of Jet Thickness on Curved Surface. The immediately interesting part of the 
results is the discovery that the growth of the jet thickness on the cylinder was still almost linear 
but at roughly 1- 5 times the rate of that on the flat plate, even where the jet was far from separation 
(Fig. 14). In fact it was found that'as the jet momentum flux decreased only slowly with distance 

and the radius of curvature was constant, the pressure on the surface 

fo pU 2 1 oUedy as R0 >~ 8, total jet momentum flux 
P~ - Po = - ~  dy -'- Roo o --- radius of cylinder 

remained almost constant before rising rapidly in the region of changing streamline curvature just 

before separation (Fig. 15). The velocity profiles in fully attached flow (Fig. 16) were nearly the 

same as in the wall jet on a flat surface, and surface friction values are comparable, though it should 

be pointed out that the surface friction values shown were derived from the assumption that 12 was 

the same as on the flat surface (Fig. 17). Nearer the separation point the wall layer grew relatively 
more quickly, the surface friction coefficient decreased, and the flow finally left the surface at 

about 150 deg round the cylinder from the slot. The separation point is likely to depend rather 
critically on the endplate size and the downstream geometry, both of which affect entrainment: 
there would be no separation at all in the inviscid case of a jet issuing from a slot in a cylinder. 

The possible reasons for the increased initial growth of the jet are two. The more obvious is the 
effect of the entrained air which appeared to move spirally and intersect the jet at an acute angle 
to the surface in marked contrast to the flow external to the plane jet. The fictitious sink distribution 
in this case would be rather complicated and the mathematical solution for the potential flow 
correspondingly more difficult and less general, but Fig. 18 gives an idea of the general characteristics. 
However,  one would expect the nearly circumferential inflow to retard, rather than advance, mixing. 

Possibility of Centrifugal Instability. Another possible reason for the decreased mixing rate is 
the presence of an unstable gradient of angular momentum in the jet layer, in which Ur(~-~ U R  o as 
3 / R  ~ 1) decreases outwards. It is well known that this effect may produce streamwise vortices in 
both laminar and turbulent flow, which might reinforce the large eddy structure hypothesized by 
Townsend 27. It is therefore to be expected that a tendency to the formation of such vortices would 
increase the shear parameter and the mixing rate. In addition, a large eddy crudely regarded as 
rotating as a solid body with angular velocity vector ~ would experience a couple - ~ x toI 
where to is the meanflow angular velocity vector and I is the moment of inertia in the to direction. 
If  the moment of inertia in the K~ x to direction is also I, the angular acceleration of the eddy will 

b e ~  x to 
U 

[ to  [ ~ R - 50 rad/sec, say, using values appropriate to the present tests. 

[g~[ _ z7 _ 3 tad/see, say, (assuming the large eddy R.M.S. intensity to be 5 per cent 
r 
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of the whole turbulent  intensity and therefore 1 per cent of the mean velocity. The radius will be 
of the order of half the jet layer width). 

The  life of a large eddy 27 is about 3/(OU/Oy) ~ 3/200 see, and thus the angular velocity acquired 

at the end of it will be about 2 rad/sec, which is of the same order as the initial angular velocity 

$2 in the perpendicular direction, so that the equilibrium large eddy structure in the wall jet on 

a curved surface might be quite different from that of the plane jet, and in particular one might 

expect the hypothesized tendency to longitudinal vortices to show up as an increased backflow 

and a large negative region in the R~2 (o, o, r) correlation at, say y = 30. 5. This correlation has been 

measured in the plane jet and on the cylinder (Fig. 19) but no such effect is visible. In view of the 

scatter in the results it is difficult to say whether or not there is a greater negative correlation on the 

cylinder than on the flat plate, but there are certainly no signs of an overpowering backflow, so 

either the vortices are on a quite different scale to the large eddies, or exist further out in the flow 

near the extreme edge of the jet where hot-wire measurements are dubious , or they do not exist, 
and the cause of the increased growth rate must be sought elsewhere. 

I f  an element of fluid in the jet layer acquired an increase in velocity in the circumferential direction 

u, say, it would tend to accelerate in the radial direction at a rate 2Uu/R. There  would thus be a 
positive correlation uv, further augmented by the fact that the high-speed fluid element would 
enter a region of lower mean velocity. One would therefore expect a numerical increase in the shear 
stress in the outer part of the jet above the value for a plane wall jet by an amount inversely 

proportional to the radius of the cylinder, but an explanation would require measurement of all 

nine Rii correlations in the free jet, the wall jet and the cylinder jet and it was not felt reasonable 
to at tempt this with the hot-wire apparatus available at the moment.  

The u-component turbulence in the cylinder jet (Fig. 20) is much the same as in the wall jet 

except near the outer edge where it is rather less, both as a percentage of the local mean velocity 
and of the peak velocity. 

4.3. Wall Jet Mixing with a Uniform External Stream. We have seen that the outer part of the 
velocity profile of the wall jet on a curved surface differs from that on a flat surface because of 

differences in the inflow angle of the entrained fluid. The action of an external stream is far more 

noticeable, although the general behaviour of the shear layer is similar to the still-air case. Most of 

the practical interest in wall jets is in flows with an external stream and particularly in the mixing 
of a wall jet with a boundary layer in adverse pressure gradient. 

Invalidity of Flow Constant in Jet Layer. The first arrangement to be studied experimentally 
was the mixing of a wall jet with a thin boundary layer, which was soon absorbed entirely thus 
allowing the jet to mix directly with the free stream. Here, the velocity difference across the jet 
layer is no longer equal to the peak velocity so that the profiles are not similar (Fig. 21), although both 

the wall layer and jet layer profiles are approximately similar among themselves when compared 
on suitable scales, such as U/Uj, Y/~3 for the wall layer (Fig. 22) and (U s -  U)/(U~- U1) , (y-35)/3 I 
for the jet layer (Fig. 23). This leads one to think of an extension of Glauert 's Calculation method 
using an empirical surface friction formula and eddy viscosity and applying momentum considerations 

to each layer separately. A similar method based on mixing length theory has been developed by 
Stratford ~s for two-dimensional diffuser flow. Unfortunately we may again expect the shear stress 

at the peak to be non-zero and in addition the jet layer flow constant--such as it is--will  not 
necessarily be genuinely the same for all values of Uj/U 1. Clearly, the flow constant for very large 
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velocity ratios ought to tend towards that for a still-air wall jet, whereas that for a ratio near to 

unity will be nearer that in a wake or the outer layer of a boundary layer. Ref. 8 collects various 

results for turbulent  free jets in a moving stream and suggests a theory based on a constant value of 

(U s -  Ua)~/v T equal to that for the jet in still air. This theory becomes inaccurate if the free-stream 
velocity is more than about 0" 3 U3.. Carri~re et al 1° constructed a formula for eddy viscosity which 

was intended to revert to the rite jet form for U, = 0, but it does not appear to approach the wake 
form for small velocity ratios and in any case is intended for use in the sort of method we have just  
been forced to reject. Even in the case of a symmetrical jet in a free stream the use of a flow constant 
is dubious: if we define a flow constant as~ R = (AU)S1/u ~ (St is the best thickness to use for 
comparing the slightly differing profiles of various types of free shear layer), the values are 

2 - D Mixing Layer 48 

2 - D Free Jet 48 

2 - D Wall Jet 67 

2 - D Cylinder Jet 47 

2 - D Wake 23 

Clearly a symmetrical jet discharging parallel to a uniform stream will gradually tend towards a 

wake (with negative velocity defect) so that the flow constant, initially 48, will finally become 23. 

In  the intermediate region, where the velocity excess in the jet is of the same order as the free- 

stream velocity, it follows from the discussion on pp. 90 to 93 of  Ref. 27 that the flow cannot be 

exactly self-preserving although the mean velocity profiles may appear accurately similar owing to 

the small difference between the profiles in the extreme case of jet and wake. Therefore, any 'flow 

constant '  introduced is liable to depend on upstream conditions, as indeed is found in practice, 

although it may be useful for engineering calculation methods in a restricted range of flow. In  the 

case of an accelerating free stream, the velocity profile is found to be distorted so that an eddy 

viscosity constant across the shear layer is not likely to describe the flow adequately and would in 

any case be a function of so many variables that its experimental determination would be difficult. 

The  whole idea of large eddy equilibrium would break down if the static pressure altered 
considerably during the typical lifetime of such an eddy, which Townsend suggests is 'at least three 

time the reciprocal of the typical mean rate of strain' or about 381/(Uj- Ut), the distance travelled 
being therefore 3 ~l(Us + Ut)/2(Us - Ut) or about 4 in. in the case of the profile at 5.95 in. from the 

slot: this distance is not negligible compared with a typical value of Uj/(dU1/dx ). 
Difficulties of Calculating the Wall Jet Development. We therefore find that we must abandon 

the proposed calculation method because of the large number  of inaccuracies from which it is 

likely to suffer. These are 

(i) Effect of non-zero shear stress at velocity extrema. 

(ii) Inadequacy of c I = f (R~)  type of formula in strong adverse pressure gradient. 

(iii) Probable lack of self-preservation of free shear layer intermediate between wake and jet. 

(iv) Effect of pressure gradient on structure of free shear layers. 

(ii), (iii) and (iv), of which (ii) is also a failing of existing boundary-layer calculation methods, 

would not be too serious, and were foreseen, but the addition of (i) makes one feel that a simple 

method of calculation would inevitably degenerate into a mere data correlation. 
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The experimental results for the wall je t mixing with a constant-velocity free stream (Fig. 21) 
show that the jet layer has a longer 'tail' than that observed in still air but, as mentioned before, 
this is attributable to the effect of pitot incidence in the latter case. The other features of the results 
are better discussed in connection with the case of wall jet mixing with a boundary layer, which 
has been analysed in greater detail. 

4.4. Wall Jet Mixing with a Boundary Layer. In the arrangement tested, the initial boundary- 

layer momentum thickness was about one-fifth of the numerical value of the initial jet momentum 

thickness 1 - dy" this latter quantity was of course negative. It is seen from the :I:J ' 

results (Fig. 24) that the velocity at the trough, zero just downstream of the lip, rose to 0 . 8 U  1 
within a streamwise distance of one inch or half a boundary-layer thickness, at which point Uj/U1, 
initially 5.5, was still as high as 2.5 : in other words the greater part of the boundary-layer velocity defect 
is absorbed so quickly that the jet layer velocity difference is effectively Uj - U 1. This does not hold 
further downstream, as dUt/dx decreases quickly, partly because OU/Oy decreases in the outer part 
of the boundary layer and partly because dSe/dx decreases downstream, a reflection of the transition 
from a jet-type (3 oc x) to a wake-type (3 ~ x :/z) free shear layer. In fact (U j -  Ut)/(U J -  U1) the 
ratio of the jet layer velocity difference to the peak supervelocity, changes from its minimum value 
of 1.14 to 1.6 as x changes from 1 in. to 22 in., indicating that the peak would finally disappear 
before absorbing all the boundary layer whereas the same ratio in the case of mixing with a much 
thinner initial boundary layer tends rapidly to unity. At some intervening boundary-layer thickness 
the ratio would remain at a roughly constant value until peak and trough disappeared simultaneously. 

The transition of d3t/dx from jet-type to wake-type growth shows that a wall jet necessarily mixes 
less quickly with a moving stream than with still air: only when Uj/U t is very high will the growth 
rate approach that of the still-air wall jet, so that the latter value of d3t/dx , O. 125, sets an outer limit 
to the region whose total pressure can be increased by tangential blowing, although the outer 

streamlines are of course displaced towards the surface by entrainment into the jet. This point 
will be mentioned again in the discussion of separation in adverse pressure gradient. We note that 
d3j/dx is roughly constant and equal to its value on a flat surface in still air, in other words the  rate 
of growth of the wall layer is approximately independent of the peak velocity, just as d3/dx for a 
turbulent boundary layer changes only slowly with Reynolds number. Unfortunately we shall 
see that this principle fails in adverse pressure gradient as it did in the case of the flow over a cylinder. 
Despite the relatively greater importance of the boundary layer velocity defect at some distance down- 
stream of the slot, the jet peak velocities in the boundary-layer mixing and free-stream mixing 
cases are almost identical, at given x, up to the point where U~/U 1 m 1.1. Comparing the peak 
velocity with that in the still air case, we find that divergence occurs at about Us/U: = 2-5, so that 
there is clearly a limit to the extent to which one may assume the wall jet peak velocity to be 
independent of the trough velocity. It would have been more interesting to conduct experiments 
with a boundary layer haying a more nearly linear velocity profile, perhaps produced by a non- 
homogeneous or yawed screen as used by Owen and Zienkiewicz ~9, and Elder ~°, as a wider range of 
profile could have been obtained. 

The study of the mixing process was not carried as far as the point where the jet peak disappeared: 
it was still pronounced at the trailing edge 30 in. from the slot. A series of profiles was however taken 
at constant x and Uj0 and varying U:, in connection with surface friction measurements (Fig. 26) 
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and these show the gradual disappearance of the peak with decreasing Uj 0/U1. However the profiles 
with Us/U 1 < 1 are not of much practical interest as in a flow with adverse pressure gradient this 
would indicate incipient separation. The variation of U / U  1 with U~. 0/U1 for this series of tests 

shows a rapid rise compared with the asymptotic rate of change where U s 0 >> Ut. By coincidence, 
the graph of U/U1 against 050/00 is apparently a straight line, but this also conflicts with the 
asymptotic behaviour Uj/U 1 oc ~/(0jo/0o). 3j decreases slightly as U~/UI increases, tending to 
the 'still air' value of about 0.16 in., providing that U / U  1 is more than 1.2. 

The profile parameter H s has almost the same value for each profile of the variable jet velocity 
series, with a slight tendency for Hj to decrease as Us~ U~ increases, approaching the 'still air; value 
Hj ----- 1.28. We note that the value of 05 o/0o at which peak and trough disappear simultaneously is 
likely to be about 4.5, much the same as in the main series of tests on boundary layer mixing. 

Finite Shear Stress at Velocity Peak. The shear stress distribution was calculated from the 

measured mean velocity profiles for the boundary layer mixing case at x = 8-1 in. (Fig. 27). The 
shear stress at the peak is about - 0.27%, whereas in the still air case it was about - %. This is 

understandable as (U s -  Ut) / U s is 0.24 as against unity in the latter case so that the effects of the 
jet layer on the wall layer may be expected to be proportionately less. The peak (negative) shear 

stress again corresponds almost exactly with the point of inflexion in the velocity profile. It was 

remarked by Liepmann and Laufer that there appears to be physical justification for this. Indeed, 

it is a consequence of assuming constant eddy viscosity across the flow, and is probably a feature of 

all equilibrium flows. One would not necessarily expect to f ind the same in a non-equilibrium flow 

like the present one and it may be merely a reflection of the fact that both the mean velocity gradient 

and the shear stress happen to take maximum values near the middle of the shear layer, so that a 
constant eddy viscosity of sorts can be defined for the  central region of the flow, where the effects 
of the wall layer and the outer boundary layer (if any) are small. 

A calculation of the eddy viscosity in the region of the point of inflexion shows that the local 
flow constant R T = (U~-Ut)3/v:~ is only 17 whereas the wake value is 23. Evidently the flow 
is far from self-preservation and thesheared fluid from upstream strongly affects the local conditions. 

Shear Stress at the Velocity Minimum. A peculiarity is that the calculated shear stress reverses 
sign again inside the minimum velocity position. This might be taken as an indication that the outer 
boundary layer retained sufficient of its Reynolds shear stress to overpower the contrary shear 
stress in the jet layer. However, the outer boundary layer no longer receives any turbulent energy 
by diffusion from the wall, so that its only source of energy other than diffusion from the jet layer 
will be production proportional to the product of. the Reynolds shear stress and the mean velocity 
gradient: we may therefore expect the Reynolds shear stress to decrease exponentially. Even the 
initial shear stress (of the boundary layer at the slot) is only about one-half of that required to 

oppose the jet layer shear stress, so we must suppose that the calculations of shear stress are in error 
at the trough as they are at the outer edge of the jet layer in still air. (The shear stress is obtained 

as % - P o U~xx + 3y] dy so that errors may be expected to accumulate with increasing 

distance from the wall.) It is probable that the outer boundary layer may be treated as essentially 

inviscid, as suggested by Stratford in his method of calculating boundary-layer separation. The flow 

in the wall jet in the strong pressure gradient to be expected on a blown flap also satisfies the 
condition that the loss of kinetic energy in the outer layer due to pressure gradient should greatly 
exceed the loss due to turbulent dissipation. 
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Inner Law Velocity Profiles. The wall layer velocity profiles plotted as U/u~ versus u~y/v show 
a pronounced semi-logarithmic region, unlike the profiles in the still air wall jet (Fig. 28). This is 

most interesting, because as mentioned in the discussion on the latter, one only expects a semi- 

logarithmic law when there is a simple defect law (U~- 7 U)/u~ = f(y/3o). Now the existence of a 

defect law in the still air wall jet, which is to be expected on Glauert 's hypothesis, was not very 

well confirmed by the experimental results, but  the errors were not sufficiently large for it to be 

ruled out. We therefore decided that the defect law possibly existed but the semi-logarithmic overlap 

law definitely did not. In the case of the wall jet mixing with an external stream, Glauert 's hypothesis 

is quite invalid, the outer layer scale varies in a different manner from the inner scale, and a defect 
law is even less likely. This is certainly borne out by the experimental results (Fig. 29) which show 

considerable deviation from a defect law although there is a true wall law which does not appear 

to vary with Uj/U t in the region of interest, though it will of course revert to the still-air case wall 
law near the slot. Fortunately both profiles have an intercept U/u~ = 16 at u~y/v = 100, and the 

skin friction values have been obtained on the assumption that this also holds for intervening 

values of Us/U~. 
On the usual analysis, one would not expect a semi-logarithmic region, but in fact it does exist 

in the same range of Reynolds number  as in the still air wall jet tests. This appearance of the semi- 

logarithmic law where it is not expected, following its absence where it was expected somewhat 

reduces one's confidence in the analysis which predicts it. One feels more inclined to say that the 

semi-logarithmic law appears in the wall jet with an external stream because the U/u~ vs. log u~y/v 
profile merely happens to have a point of inflexion like the boundary-layer profile, whereas the 

still air wall jet profile does not. 

4.5. Wall Jet Mixing with a Boundary Layer in an Adverse Pressure Gradient. All the measure- 

ments reported in this case were made on the aerofoil with a 25 per cent chord flap deflected 46 deg 

and with the 0. 040 in. slot. The 25 per cent L.E. flap was deflected about 9 deg sufficient to preserve 

attached flow over the upper surface. The jet slot velocity was chosen so as to give a firmly attached flow 

with a surface friction coefficient near the trailing edge of about 0. 0012 based on velocity just outside 

the boundary layer (Fig. 30) compared with the zero pressure gradient value of about 0"003 at 

the same R 0. The  jet peak velocity near the trailing edge fell to 0"SU 1 (Fig. 37) so that a small 

decrease in jet exit velocity would cause the peak to disappear completely. I t  can be seen from 
Bernoulli 's equation (considering inviscid flow) that the effect of adverse pressure gradient is to 
increase Us~ U1 if this ratio is greater than unity but that when Uj/U 1 is less than unity viscous and 
pressure forces both tend to reduce it still further. The ratio does indeed fall more rapidly near 
the trailing edge. This shows the reason for the usual rapid rearward movement of separation point 
with increasing jet exit momentum implied by the steep gradient of the curve of C L vs. C~ found 

by other experimenters. 
Flow near the Flap Knee: Effect of Surface Curvature. T h e  flow near the flap knee is complicated 

by the large transverse pressure gradients which are a result of the surface curvature. Locally the 

(inviscid) flow approximates to that around an obtuse corner of angle 135 deg so that the static 

pressure gradient along any radius from the corner is proportional to r -vS. The velocity profiles 

(Figs. 32, 33, 34) near the knee are therefore strange-looking though the total pressure profiles 

(Fig. 35) are more familiar and it is probably justifiable to assume that since the region of severe 

transverse pressure gradient only extends chordwise for about three or four boundary-layer 
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thicknesses it has little effect on the total pressure profile of the outer boundary layer of the wall jet: 

the effect on the turbulence may be more marked but the assumption that the outer boundary layer 

can be treated as essentially inviscid is probably still justifiable. 
We see that there is a large region of total pressure deficit just behind the blowing tube lip, which 

however disappears before the next traverse position 0.31 in. behind the slot. Assuming that the 
wall jet edge moves outwards at tan -1 0.12 and that the aerofoil boundary-layer edge moves inwards 
at the same angle (a conservative estimate in view-of the strong entrainment into the wall jet) the 
trough velocity would remain zero for about 0.2 in. behind the slot and then rise rapidly. The 
base pressure coefficient (with respect to static and dynamic pressure at infinity) is - 8.64 giving 
an increment in sectional drag coefficient of + 8.64 h/c = 0. 012. The more serious effect is in the 
reduction of the total pressure increment due to the jet. The usual definition of momentum deficit 
thickness does not include stagnant layers because these produce identical increments in the 

momentum flux thickness 1 -  dy and the displacement thickness. In this case, 
0 

however, we are interested in the momentum flux through the step in the surface, height h + l, 
so, that the extra momentum available for boundary-layer control (compared with the momentum 

flux over an aerofoil without a step) is p Uj o~h - p U12(h + l). Actually the effect of the lip is smaller 

than would be expected if p U~(h+l)/h were subtracted from the jet momentum. Williams and 

Alexander 12 found that a lip thickness some 14 times the slot width roughly halved the effective 

value of p U3' 02h in a region where Uj 0/U1 ~ 3.3 whereas the simple analysis would suggest that 

the effective value was negative. A general analysis of the flow near the slot in zero pressure gradient 

would be useful. 
The effect of transverse pressure gradient on the wall jet is, fortunately, independent of the 

aerofoil pressure distribution and depends only on the local surface curvature. If Uj/U l >> 1 the 
flow will clearly be similar to that over a circular cylinder in still air, further complicated by the 

longitudinal pressure gradient. The value of ~o.5/Ro near the slot in the present case was of the 
order of 1/10 ,which is the same asthat  in the circular cylinder case at x = 8.51 in. where the jet 
was still firmly attached and the profiles nearly similar to those on the flat surface with about 1.7 
times the thickness. With a slot height of 0. 040 in., the jet would not become fully developed for 
a distance of about 15h or 0.6 in. which is nearly the extent of the curved surface, so that it is 
probable that the effects of incomplete development and longitudinal pressure gradient are more 
important than that of surface curvature. It should be noted however that the direct effect of surface 
curvature is a favourable One in that it produces an increase in the rate of entrainment. 

Variation of Peak Velocity. Secondary effects of surface curvature are seen in the very rapid 
increase in Sj and Sg and the correspondingly rapid fall in Uj- between x = 0.87 in. and x = 2.18 in. 
which are caused by the sudden increase in surface radius of curvature and disappearance of normal 
pressure gradient in this region. The adverse pressure gradient at the surface is much larger than 
that at the edge of the boundary layer so that retardation of the fluid is also greater. The pressure 
difference across the shear layer is increased by the presence of the high velocity jet: this accounts 

for part of the sudden fall in surface pressure'at the slot. 
The value of U s 0/U1 is about 2.03, where U 1 here denotes the velocity at the edge of the boundary 

layer. U / U  1 falls rapidly to 1.1 two inches from the slot (Fig. 36) and thereafter decreases quite 

slowly, although of course U s and U 1 continue to decrease rapidly. The flow over the central 
regions of the flap may therefore not be too far from equilibrium and profile similarity: moreover 
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the conditions found in the present experiment are fairly typical of those on an aircraft blown flap 

where, in order to reduce the risk of separation, it is necessary to have (Us/U1)~, E /> 1, so that some 
discussion of the implication of near-equilibrium may be useful. 

Variation of Equilibrium Parameter. It was observed that the free-stream velocity over the 

central region of the flap (Fig. 37) was proportional to x -1t~ approx. If the behaviour of an equilibrium 

wall jet is anything like that of a boundary layer which eventually separates if the free-stream 
velocity decreases more rapidly than about x -lId, then the flow cannot be in exact equilibrium and 

the equilibrium parameter (O~/ro)(dp/dx) will increase with x. Using surface friction values obtained 

from the postulate that U/z~, = 16 at u,y/v = 100, as in zero pressure gradient (which as seen in 
Fig. 38 gives reasonable results for the inner profile except for the region of pitot displacement 

error near the wall) we see (Fig. 30) that (O~/ro)(dp/dx) actually decreases over the front section of 
the flap, is almost constant in the middle, and rises again towards the trailing edge. The profile 
parameter H a. behaves similarly though it is a less sensitive indicator and the values are more 
scattered. It does not seem likely that the decrease in H~. is attributable entirely to the increase in 
RS~ as the values of H~ are all much larger than those in zero pressure gradient, indicating that the 
adverse pressure gradient must be largely responsible: this is borne out by the correlation between 
Hj. and (Oj/ro)/(dp/dx) (Fig. 31) which is similar to that suggested by Clauser al for the equilibrium 
turbulent boundary layer except for the first two or three points. The aforementioned effects of 
rapid change of surface curvature may also extend to an influence on H. The surface friction coeffi- 
cient c s = ro/½pUj ~ falls monotonically with increasing x. The behaviour of (Oj/ro)/(dp/dx) leads 
one to believe that the wall jet is in some danger of separation near the knee, where although 0j is 
small and r 0 high, the adverse pressure gradient is very strong. 

Modes of Separation. There are several possible modes of separation from a blown flap, 
depending on the pressure gradient and the initial boundary layer. They are 

(i) reversed flow near the surface 

(a) the 
knee~ 'wall jet separation' 

\ 

near 

(b) near the T.E.) 

(ii) reversed flow at the velocity minimum 

(a) almost certainly downstream of the knee alone--'boundary-layer separation'. 

Obviously a trailing edge separation is preferable for reasons of safety. If a type (ii) separation 

occurred the jet would remain attached to the surface with a region of separated flow above it, and 

reattachment could only be ensured by blowing sufficiently hard for the boundary layer to be 
re-energized by entrainment of the fluid towards the surface (as in the still-air wall jet) rather than 
by direct mixing. The solution to the difficulty would be to move the jet slot forward of the 
minimum pressure point to ensure early mixing so that the trough velocity remained positive. 
A type (i) (a) separation would be almost independent of boundary-laye r thickness and would 
only occur if the jet slot velocity were too low. A similar momentum flux from a narrow, high 
velocity jet slot would change the separation to type (i) (b). 

No serious attempt was made to explore the flow in a separating wall jet. An excuse which might 
be pue forward is that our chief interest in separation is directed towards suppressing it, but a more 
genuine reason is the doubt whether any really useful results would be obtained. Turbulent 
separation is such a complicated phenomenon that it should be studied in the simplest possible 
circumstances: the experimental complication of the wall jet flow, in which it is strictly necessary 
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to keep the exter/~al stream Reynbids n/imber, the jet exk Reynolds number and the momen tum 
coefficient constant from day to day, is excessive. 

Turbulence Measurements. The results of the experiment on the deflected flap would have been 
more useful if extensive hot wire turbulence measurements could have been made. The  shear stress 
distribution was not measured and the streamwise gradients are rather too large for successful 
calcuiation, but the distribution is likely to be much the same as in zero pressure gradient except 
that the maximum shear stress point will, as usuai, move outwards from the wall so that T~/T o 
may be numerically smaller, or even positive. The  u-component of turbulence was measured at 
3.97 in. aft of the nozzie and corresponds roughly tO tl~e still'-air profile except that g/U~ is smaller: 
a better correlation is obtained by remembering that the turbulence is largely generated in the 
jet layer and plotting g/(U~- Ut) for each case. 

4.6. General Discussion. Wall Jet in Still Air. The results of the investigation of the wall jet 
in stiii air af~e sat~sfacte'fy arid seem to have clarified the behaviour 0f the flow. The  conclusion of 
~he inadequaes/Of fide eddy viscosity hypothesis used by Glauert and by Carri~re et al., l~as largely 
fr/istr~fed fhe' originaI purpose Of d:eveIoping a multi-layer ealct/lation method for the blown flap, 
but as an exposure of the lack of rigour Of the eddy viscosity concept it comes rather too late ir / the 
history of the subject. It  is generally agreed that the choice of an eddy viscosity will permit quite 
accurate calculation of mean velocity profiles in simple cases such as the free jet and wake, but it is 
more properly regarded as a means of introducing an empirical° constant than as a physically 

meaningful concept. 
Coanda Effect. The investigation' of the Coanda effect has demonstrated that the previously 

observed increased growth rate is caused, not by nearness to separation in adverse longitudinal 
pressfiie gradient, but probably by the negative radial gradient of angular momentum and resulting 
cgntrifugal instability of the t~arb'ulent flow. 

Wall Jet below a Uniform Stream. The  experiments on the wall jet below an external stream 
in zero pressure gradient show that the jet is not much affected by the boundary layer above it for 
values o£ I 0j 0/00 [ of the order of 5, which appears to be about the value at which the peak and 
trough disappear simultaneously. Presumably the behaviour of a wall jet mixing with a boundary 
layer in zero pressure gradient depends chiefly on 0j0/00, except near the slot Where the ratio 
Uj/U1 is the controlling parameter: except for the loss of momentum due to surface friction 
(A0j = ½~cldx ----- constant over a small range of Reynolds number) the flow is at constant momentum 
so that at least the gross characteristics ot~ the flow will depend only on this momentum: a Similar 
argument may be used to justify tile use of C~ as a parameter. We deduce tile general result that in 
order for the tangential jet just to absorb the initial boundary layer the jet momentum excess must 
be about five times tile l~oundary-layer momentum deficit. 

Wall Jet below a Retarded Stream. This result cannot be extended to the case of a positive 
pressure gradient. ] 0~0/00 ] for the 46 d'eg deflected flap was little more than 2, although t h e  
transverse pressure gradients invalidate a simple calcuiation o f  this ratio: we have taken 00 as 
o'rie'-~efith fli~6 total f~ickneSs of the initial: b0undary layer. This value of [ 0j.0/00 [ is sufficient to 
prevefl~ sep'aration b'fl'~ no~ efl'0ugh tO absorb the initiM boundary layer altogether: clearly the flow 
Will ~ g@end On the d:efaiIs of tlie aerofoil pressure gradient and one can only remark that absorption 
vfiltp¥615gbl!? 6echr a~ ~/lov~ei~ vaIue of ] Ojo/O o [ than in zero pressUre gradient because of the relatively 
smaller retar&/ffon 0f Che high-speed jet comp'ared with the free stream and because of the smaller 
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surface friction coefficient. It seems improbable that a well-founded calculation method can be 
developed at the moment. 

5. Conclusions. (1) The assumption made by previous workers that turbulent wall jet flow may 
be divided, for the purposes of calculation, into layers separated by the velocity extrema is invalid 

because the shear stress is non-zero at these points: this fact also demonstrates the physical 
unreality of hypotheses, such as those of mixing length and eddy viscosity, which postulate a simple 
connection between shear stress and mean velocity profiles. 

(2) Despite (1), the theory due to Glauert 1 gives a good general description of the flow except 
that the Blasius pipe flow surface friction formula assumed by him underestimates the surface 

friction by about 25 per cent: a good data fit in the region 3000 < U~/v < 15,000 is 

• o ( U ~ j )  ~°'18~ 
½pUT = 0.0315 - -  

(3) Probably owing to the effects of centrifugal instability on the small-scale turbulence in the 
jet layer, the wall jet on a curved surface grows more quickly than that on a flat surface. The surface 
static pressure remains almost constant (for a given surface curvature ) for flow sufficiently far 
from separation because of the approximate constancy of jet momentum flux. 

(4) For the wall jet below an external stream in zero pressure gradient, 

°½0 U~ ~ ~ O. 026 

for 

uj j us v ~ 104 and 1 < -U~ < 2. 

The ratio of initial jet momentum thickness to initial boundary-layer momentum deficit thickness 
required for the jet just to absorb the boundary layer before the peak disappears is a little less than 5. 

(5) In the case of the wall jet in still air, a fairly accurate outer law can be distinguished in the 
outer part of the wall layer: however the inner law is not semi-logarithmic. On the other hand, an 
outer law does not appear to exist for the wall jet below an external stream: but the inner law is 
quite accurately semi-logarithmic. This casts some doubt on the usual derivation of the semi- 
logarithmic overlap l~w. 

(6) The wall jet below a retarded stream proves not to be amenable to calculation. It is found 
that separation from the surface is likely to follow soon after the ratio of the jet peak velocity to the 
free-stream velocity falls below unity (trailing-edge type separation) but it also appears that the 
wall jet may separate near the knee of the flap soon after the commencement of the adverse velocity 
gradient as the shape parameter Hj and the equilibrium parameter (O~/,o)/(dp/dx) may take high 
values in this region. No simple laws suffice to describe the behaviour of the jet peak velocity and 
height as in the still air case. A worthwhile calculation method is unlikely to be developed without 
further knowledge of the processes of generation of turbulent shear stress. 
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NOTATION 

(Infrequently occurring symbols are defined on use) 

a Exponent in power law for streamwise variation of wall jet peak velocity U s oc x ~ 

b Exponent in power law for streamwise variation of wall jet thickness 30. 5 ccx  b 

Chord of aerofoil in 'blown flap' configuration (Fig. la) 

- To Local surface friction coefficient based on jet peak velocity 
½pU" J 

Jet momentum coefficient 

Preston tube diameter 

= 3*/0 Shape parameter 

Value of u/u,  at log u , y  = 2 
V 

Jet orifice slot height 

Jet orifice lip height 

Stagnation pressure 

Static pressure 

= ½p U 2 Dynamic pressure in incompressible flow 

Radius (cylinder Wall jet) 

Radius (Preston tube) 

Correlation coefficierit, with separation components x, y, z of /-component 
turbulent fluctuation (i = 1, 2, 3 - u, v, w) 

Mean velocity components 

Instantaneous turbulent fluctuation components 

R.M.S. turbulent fluctuation 

Velocity difference across free shear layer 

u, = ~/(~'0/O) Friction velocitymsee also list of suffixes 
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N O T A T I O N - - c o n t i n u e d  

x Streamwise distance from jet orifice, in. 

y Normal distance from surface, in. 

z Cross-stream distance, in. 

Boundary-layer thickness, in. 

= AU(O-~U. 1 where f re fe r s topo in to f in f l ex ion in f reeshea r l aye rve loc i typro f i l e  3i 
\ o y !  / 

~ = f s  ° ( l - ~ ) d y ,  displacementthickness 

see also list of suffixes 

V = Y/~o.5 

0 = ~ 1 - dy, momentum deficit thickness 

VT 
J l  - U~o.5, reciprocal of flow constant 

v Kinematic viscosity 

u T Eddy kinematic viscosity 

p Density 

Shear stress 

Sltffixe$ 

0 Surface or jet orifice 

1 Edge of boundary layer 

Free stream 

j Jet peak (or jet inner layer regarded as boundary layer) 

t Jet trough 
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